HEBREW • HEBR

1001 Beginning Hebrew (4) Also offered as REL 1001. This course counts toward the fulfillment of a foreign language requirement only when taken under the HEBR rubric. The alphabet, basic grammar, and vocabulary of classical Hebrew; simple prose passages from the Bible.

1002 Beginning Hebrew (4) Also offered as REL 1002. Prereq.: HEBR/REL 1001 or equivalent. This course will count toward the fulfillment of a foreign language requirement only when taken under the HEBR rubric. Basic grammar and vocabulary of classical Hebrew; simple prose readings from the Bible.

2003 Intermediate Hebrew (4) Also offered as REL 2003. Prereq.: HEBR/REL 1002 or equivalent. This course counts toward the fulfillment of a foreign language requirement only when taken under the HEBR rubric. Biblical narratives; details of syntax; development of vocabulary.

2004 Intermediate Hebrew (4) Also offered as REL 2004. Prereq.: HEBR/REL 2003 or equivalent. This course counts toward the fulfillment of a foreign language requirement only when taken under the HEBR rubric. Biblical narratives and poetry; details of syntax; development of vocabulary; textual criticism.